
Partial Electronic Engineer

Job Description
We are looking for enthusiastic and exceptional partial electronic engineer
to join our growing team.  You will be a part of a unique R&D team that
develops recreational products using the latest state of the art technologies.

Education, Experience Requirements and Qualifications

● knowledge in ORCAD, SMT process, BOMs.

● Hands-on

● Knowledge in production process ME, electronics, testers.

Job Responsibilities

● Building electronics prototypes.

● Electronic assemblies.

● Design to manufacturing process.

● Products qualification and standardization technical support.

● Managing and on-going work with sub-contractors.

● Managing multi-disciplinary product files that include mechanics, electronics and

software.

● Develop and work with testers.
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eRange Company Profile
The eRange platform moves to disrupt the recreational and professional firearm training
industries. We are transforming the century-old system of marking paper targets by
delivering a real-time digitized display of each shot as well as customized training
analytics through an app directly to your mobile device. Our proprietary pocket-size
hardware also allows shooters to share scores, rankings and create virtual competitions
(among other things). Our sensor enables unique data aggregation previously
unobtainable. On the consumer side, we provide a global live-fire gaming/training
platform. For the LE/Military market, our platform provides unparalleled savings by cutting
training time by 50% and providing full control of the training status of all personnel in
real-time from any device. 

Why Us?

This is a unique opportunity to join a highly motivated and experienced team where you
can help set trajectory, make a difference and lead on changes and new ideas.  We are a
small and decisive start-up with a creative and experienced team whose is goal to disrupt
the market by using state of the art technology and Israeli courage, dissatisfaction and
continually aspiration for excellence and of course having fun in the process.

Please email your CV to info@erange.com

Etay Haim Yuval Email

+972–52-9200370 +972-50-4828264 +972-54-6328834 info@erange.com
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